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Abstract 

 

In this paper, aiming at high-voltage applications, transformer windings schemes of multiple-output two-transistor flyback 
converters are investigated, which are mainly based on the stray capacitances effect. First, based on a transformer model 
including equivalent stray capacitors, the operational principle of the converter is presented, and the main influence of its stay 
capacitors is determined. Second, the windings structures of the transformer are analyzed and designed based on the stray 
capacitances effect. Third, the windings arrangements of the transformer are analyzed and designed through a coupling analysis 
of the secondary windings and a stray capacitance analysis between the primary and secondary windings. Finally, the analysis 
and design conclusions are verified by experimental results obtained from a 60W laboratory prototype of a multiple-output 
two-transistor flyback converter. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the applications of high dc input voltage are 
gradually increasing. With the rapid development in the 
power electronics field, more and more high-voltage converters 
have been adopted. Presently, the main research focus for high 
voltage converters is reducing the voltage stress of power 
devices. Among the existing solutions, the series-switches, 
multiple-level and input-series schemes have been widely 
investigated. For the series-switches scheme, special passive 
or active balancing methods must be introduced to achieve 
the voltage balance of each switch. This results in additional 
losses and restricts the switching frequency. For the 
traditional multiple-level scheme, as the “level” increases, the 
flying capacitors or clamping diodes increase, and the control 
strategy becomes more complex. For the conventional input- 
series scheme, an input voltage sharing controller must be 
introduced to ensure the voltage balance, which makes the 

control circuits relatively complex [1]-[5]. 
Presently, investigations of high-voltage converters are 

mainly aiming at medium-power or high-power applications. 
There are fewer studies on low-power applications. 

An auxiliary power supply is a typical application of low- 
power converters, where the flyback topology is usually 
adopted. Typical investigations of auxiliary power supplies in 
high-voltage applications are as follows. In [1], a flyback 
converter with series switches was presented. In [6] and [7], 
wide-range input voltage single-transistor and two-transistor 
flyback auxiliary power supplies were designed for high-voltage 
power electronics equipment, respectively. In [8], a flyback 
auxiliary power supply was presented for photovoltaic systems. 
An input-series flyback converter with a decoupled master/slave 
control strategy was proposed in [9]. Input-series flyback 
auxiliary power supplies were presented for solid state 
transformers in [10] and [11]. A high voltage input-series 
power supply was proposed for the gate driving of SiC 
devices in [12]. Input-series multiple-output flyback auxiliary 
power supplies were proposed in [13] and [14]. 

Presently, investigations of high-voltage auxiliary power 
supplies mainly focus on the voltage stress of each power 
device. However, very few studies focus on their high-frequency 
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transformer. 
For flyback auxiliary power supplies, the design of the 

transformer is very important. With increases in the switching 
frequency, the operation of converters is more and more 
restricted by the parasitic parameters of its transformer. 
Generally, for high-frequency transformers, there are two 
main parasitic parameters: the leakage inductance and the 
stray capacitance [15]-[17]. Traditionally, investigations mainly 
focus on the leakage inductor in the design process, since the 
voltage spikes caused by the series resonance between the 
leakage inductor and the parasitic capacitor of the power 
switch are very important when it comes to determining the 
conversion efficiency of a converter [18], [19]. 

However, the operation of a converter can also be affected 
by the stray capacitances of its transformer. The basic stray 
capacitances effect of a flyback transformer can be concluded 
as follows. 1) In the operational process, some energy is stored 
in the stray capacitors. Therefore, a large current spike appears 
in the transformer and power devices when this part of the 
energy flows instantaneously. As a result, the reliability of 
the converter decreases. 2) High-frequency resonances appear 
in the transformer and main circuit when the voltage of each 
winding is suddenly changed, which results in increased 
power losses [20]-[25]. Generally, when voltage increases or 
conversion power decreases, the stray capacitances effect 
becomes more serious. Therefore, in the high-voltage low- 
power applications, stray capacitance cannot be ignored in the 
design process. 

In this paper, aiming at high-voltage applications, the 
transformer windings schemes of multiple-output flyback 
auxiliary power supplies are analyzed and designed through 
analysis and comparison of the stray capacitances effect. When 
compared to the traditional single-transistor flyback topology, 
due to a much lower voltage stress, the two-transistor flyback 
topology is better suited for high-input voltage applications. 
Therefore, this investigation is based on the two-transistor 
flyback topology. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, a model of 
the flyback transformer including equivalent stray capacitors 
is presented. In section III, windings structures are analyzed 
based on the stray capacitance effect. The windings 
arrangements are analyzed and designed in section IV. The 
analysis and design are verified by experimental results in 
section V. Finally, some conclusions are given in section VI. 

 

II. STRAY CAPACITANCES OF THE FLYBACK 

TRANSFORMER 

A multiple-output two-transistor flyback converter is shown 
in Fig. 1, where Vi, Vo1 and Vo2 are the input and output voltages 
(two output circuits are analyzed here); Lp, Ls1 and Ls2 are the 
inductances in the primary and secondary sides of the 
transformer T; Np, Ns1 and Ns2 (generally, it is designed that:  

 

Fig. 1. Two-output two-transistor flyback converter. 

 

         
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Stray capacitances of the flyback transformer T. (a) Model 
with a lumped capacitor in each winding. (b) Stray capacitances 
distributed between the windings. 
 
Ns1/Ns2=Vo1/Vo2) are the turns number of the primary and 
secondary windings; and Llk is the leakage inductance. 

For the flyback transformer T, there are stray capacitances 
within each winding. Generally, these stray capacitances can 
be simplified as a lumped capacitor in each winding, as shown 
in Fig. 2(a), where Cp is the stray capacitor of the primary 
winding, and Cs1 and Cs2 are stray capacitors of the secondary 
windings. Moreover, there are also stray capacitances distributed 
between any two windings, as shown in Fig. 2(b), where Cps1 
and Cps2 stand for stray capacitances between the primary and 
secondary windings, and Cs12 stands for stray capacitance 
between the secondary windings. 

 

III. WINDINGS STRUCTURES 

A. Influence of Stray Capacitance in Each Winding 

For further analysis, the operational principle of this converter 
is presented as follows, where the stray capacitors in each 
winding (Cp, Cs1 and Cs2) are considered. To simplify the 
analysis, it is assumed that: 1) all of the devices (except for 
the transformer) are ideal, and 2) the capacitors Co1 and Co2 
are large enough, so the output voltage can be considered a 
constant value. The following is the operational process of 
the converter during one switching period, where discontinuous 
current mode (DCM) operation is considered, and an equivalent 
circuit of each stage is shown in Fig. 3. 

Stage 1 (t0~t1): At t0, S1 and S2 are turned on, Cp, Cs1 and 
Cs2 are charged, and their voltage increases immediately from 
zero. Due to the charging of these capacitors, a large current 
spike appears in each switch at t0. Furthermore, in this stage, 
a high frequency resonance appears between the parasitic 
inductance of the conduction circuit and these capacitors. 
Because of the internal resistance, the resonance ends before 
t1. At t1, the voltages of Cp and Cs1, and Cs2 increases to Vi and 
-ViNs1/Np, and -ViNs2/Np, respectively. In this stage, Lp is also 
charged, and its current increases from zero. 
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of each stage. (a) Stage 1. (b) Stage 2 and 
stage 5. (c) Stage 3. (d) Stage 4. (e) Stage 6. 

 
Stage 2 (t1~t2): At t1, S1 and S2 are turned off. Cp and Cs1, 

and Cs2 are resonant with the primary and secondary windings 
of T, respectively. At t2, the voltage of Cp and Cs1, and Cs2 are 
changed into -Vi and Vo1, and Vo2, respectively. 

Stage 3 (t2~t3): In this stage, the voltage of Cp and Cs1, and 
Cs2 are fixed at -Vi and Vo1, and Vo2, respectively. The energy 
of Lp is transferred to Ls1 and Ls2. In addition, Do1 and Do2 are 
turned on, and the energy is transferred to the load from Ls1 
and Ls2. Furthermore, D1 and D2 are turned on, and the energy 
of Llk is transferred back to the input source. At t3, the current 
of Llk is reduced to zero. 

Stage 4 (t3~t4): After t3, the energy transfer of Ls1 and Ls2 is 
continuous, and current of Ls1 and Ls2 is reduced to zero at t4. 

Stage 5 (t4~t5): In this stage, Cp and Cs1, and Cs2 are resonant 
with the primary and secondary windings, respectively. The 
equivalent circuit of this stage is identical to that of stage 2. 

Stage 6 (t5~t6): In this stage, the current in primary and 
secondary sides of T is zero, and voltage of Cp, Cs1 and Cs2 
are also zero. After t6, the converter operates in the next period. 

It can be seen from the above analysis that the charging and 
discharging of the stray capacitors (Cp, Cs1 and Cs2) occur in 
each switching period, and that the operation of the converter 
is affected by their energy changing. The main influence of 
this energy are: 1) a large current spike in each switch at the 
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Fig. 4. Two typical multiple-layer winding structures. (a) C-type 
winding. (b) Z-type winding. (c) Voltage distributions within two 
adjacent layers. 
 
beginning of the turning on state, which is caused by the 
charging of the stray capacitors in stage 1; and 2) high frequency 
resonances in the transformer and main circuit, which increase 
the power losses. For the high frequency transformer, the above 
influence is more serious when the energy of the stray capacitors 
increases. Therefore, the energy stored in the stray capacitors 
should be analyzed and suppressed. 

B. Analysis of Typical Winding Structures 

Multiple-layer windings are usually adopted in the transformer 
of each converter, and are discussed as follows. As shown in 
Fig. 4 (where the circles represent a cross section of a conductor), 
there are two typical multiple-layer winding structures: C-type 
and Z-type structures, where the layer number is p. For these 
two structures, the voltage and turns number of the winding 
are Vi and Np (taking the primary winding as an example). 
Thus, the voltage and turns number of each layer are Vi/p and 
Np/p. Comparatively, the C-type winding is easier to 
manufacture than the Z-type winding. 

For multiple-layer winding, the stray capacitance has two 
parts: the turn-to-turn and layer-to-layer capacitances. As shown 
in Fig. 4, it is defined that the stray capacitance of the two 
adjacent turns in each layer is C0. Here, it is considered that 
the winding is rounded tightly. Therefore, C0 is almost a 
constant value. For the two winding structures, the energy 
stored in the turn-to-turn stray capacitance can be calculated: 

    (1) 

For multiple-layer windings, the energy stored in their two 
adjacent layers can be calculated as follows: 

               (2) 

where ε is the dielectric constant of the insulation material 
within the layers, and E is the electric field strength within 
the layers. 
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For C-type and Z-type windings, the voltage distribution of 
two adjacent layers can be expressed as follows: 

               (3) 

                  (4) 

where r is the radius of the conductor. 
From (2), (3) and (4), the energy stored in the layer-to-layer 

stray capacitance of the C-type and Z-type windings can be 
calculated as follows: 

 (5) 

 (6) 

                    (7) 

where l is the average length of the coil, and d is the 
layer-to-layer distance of the winding. 

For these two windings, the energy stored in their stray 
capacitors can be calculated as shown in (8). Generally, the 
voltage between two adjacent turns is much smaller than that 
between two adjacent layers. Therefore, Wp-tt is much smaller 
than Wpc-ll (or Wpz-ll), and the energy stored in the stray 
capacitor is mainly determined by Wpc-ll (or Wpz-ll). 

            (8) 

From (5), (6) and (7), it can be seen that the energy stored 
in the stray capacitor of each winding increases as Vi increases. 
Thus, the influence of this energy is more serious when Vi 
increases. Moreover, it can also be seen that the energy stored 
in the stray capacitor of each winding has no relationship with 
the conversion power (Po). When Po decreases, current in the 
converter decreases accordingly. As a result, the current spike 
of each switch and the high frequency resonances in the 
converter caused by this energy become more obvious. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the stray capacitances 
effect is more serious in high-voltage low-power converters. 
Thus, this energy must be considered during the transformer 
designing process. 

From (5) and (6), a number of things can be seen (it is 
considered that p<<Np). 1) When p=1, Wpc-ll=Wpz-ll=0, and the 
winding has the minimum energy stored in its stray capacitor. 
2) If the turns number (Np) is constant, the energy stored in the 
stray capacitor decreases when the layer number p increases, 
as shown in Table I. 3) If the turns number of each layer 
(Np/p) is constant, the energy stored in the stray capacitor 
decrease as p increases, as shown in Table II. 4) The energy 
stored in the stray capacitor of the Z-type winding is slightly 
lower than that in the stray capacitor of the C-type winding. 
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TABLE II 
VALUES OF WPC-LL AND WPZ-LL WHEN NP/P IS CONSTANT 
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Fig. 5. Segmentation-winding structures. (a) C-type. (b) Z-type. 
 

For the multiple-layer windings, the segmentation structure 
can also be adopted [19], [21], [26]. The C-type and Z-type 
segmentation-winding structures are shown in Fig. 5, where 
the segmentation number is q. The voltage and turns number 
in each segmentation are Vi/q and Np/q. In addition, the voltage 
and turns number of each layer within one segmentation are 
Vi/pq and Np/pq. According to (1), the energy stored in the 
turn-to-turn stray capacitance can be calculated: 

    (9) 

For the segmentation winding, the energy stored in the 
layer-to-layer stray capacitance is the sum of that in each 
segmentation. Therefore, according to (5) and (6), the energy 
stored in the layer-to-layer stray capacitances of the C-type and 
Z-type segmentation-windings can be obtained as follows: 

       (10) 

       (11) 

For the segmentation-winding, the energy stored in the stray 
capacitor is mainly determined by Wpc-llq (or Wpz-llq). It can be 
concluded from (5), (6), (10) and (11) that the energy stored 
in the stray capacitor of each winding decreases obviously 
when q increases. However, the winding structure becomes 
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more complex as q increases. 
In the flyback transformer of an auxiliary power supply 

with a high-input voltage, the voltage and turns number of its 
primary winding is much larger than those of its secondary 
windings. Therefore, a number of things can be obtained from 
the above analysis. 1) For its primary winding, the multiple- 
layer structure is adopted, and the energy stored in the stray 
capacitor needs to be suppressed according to the above 
schemes. 2) For its secondary windings, the single-layer structure 
can be selected, and the energy stored in the stray capacitors 
can be ignored. 

 

IV. WINDINGS ARRANGEMENTS 

A. Stray Capacitances Between the Windings 

For the stray capacitances distributed between the windings 
(Cps1, Cps2 and Cs12) shown in Fig. 2(b), because of electrical 
isolation, these stray capacitances cannot be analyzed through 
the storing energy method. However, there are other methods 
for calculating these capacitances. For example, in [27], 
evaluation is implemented through an equivalent electrical 
circuit of the stray capacitances based on the Miller theorem. 
In this section, the windings arrangements of the transformer 
are the main focus. Therefore, for the further analysis, only 
the simplest method for evaluating their capacitances is 
presented as follows. 

Generally, there are two shapes of windings: the rectangular 
and the round shapes. For example, if an EI-type or EE-type 
magnetic core is selected for the transformer, rectangular 
windings are adopted, and if a ETD-type magnetic core is 
selected, round windings are adopted. For these windings, the 
parallel-plate and cylindrical models can be used for estimated 
the stray capacitances between windings, as shown in Fig. 6. 

For the rectangular windings, the equivalent stray capacitance 
between the windings can be estimated as follows (taking the 
stray capacitance between the primary and secondary windings 
as an example): 

                 (12) 

where d1 is the distance between two adjacent layers of the 
windings, l1 is the effective length of two adjacent layers, and 
h1 is the height of the windings. 

For round windings, the equivalent stray capacitance can 
be estimated as follows: 

         (13) 

where r1 and r2 (r2=r1+d1) are the radius of the inner and outer 
layers for the adjacent layers of the windings. 

From (12) and (13), it can be seen that the stray capacitance 
distributed between the windings are mainly determined by 
the surface area and distance of adjacent layers. It can also be 
seen that as the area decreases or the distance increases, the  
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Fig. 6. Two shapes of the windings and their capacitor models. 
(a) Rectangular windings and a parallel-plate capacitor model. 
(b) Round windings and a cylindrical capacitor model. 
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Fig. 7. Simplified circuit in transformer secondary sides. 
 
stray capacitance decreases. 

B. Arrangement of the Secondary Windings 

In the transformer of a multiple-output auxiliary power 
supply, the voltage of its secondary windings is relatively 
lower. Therefore, the influence of stray capacitances (Cs1, Cs2 
and Cs12) can be ignored. However, the problem of cross 
regulation among the output circuits cannot be avoided. 

In Fig. 1, the relationship between the two output circuits 
(Ns1/Ns2=Vo1/Vo2) is not always maintained when their 
conversion powers are independently changed. That is to say, 
if one output is tightly regulated by feedback control, the 
other one cannot be a constant output. 

During each switching period, two secondary windings of 
the transformer operate as a coupled-inductor when the switches 
are turning off. Then a simplified circuit in the transformer 
secondary sides is shown in Fig. 7, where Ls1, Ls2 and Ms12 are 
the self-inductances and the mutual inductance of the two 
secondary windings. It can be obtained from the basic 
mathematical model of the coupled-inductor that: 

         (14) 

                (15) 

where k (0≤k≤1) is the coupling coefficient. 
For this flyback transformer, it can be obtained that: 
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                  (16) 

From (14), (15) and (16), the following relationships can 
be obtained: 

     (17) 

      (18) 

It is considered that the output voltage Vo1 is tightly 
regulated by feedback control. As a result, Vo1 is constant. 
When the output current Io1 (or Io2) is suddenly changed, the 
current is1 (or is2) is changed accordingly during the following 
switching period. A couple of thinks can be seen from (17) 
and (18). 1) Vo2 is affected by the changing of is1 (or is2). Thus, 
the relationship Ns1/Ns2=Vo1/Vo2 cannot be absolutely achieved. 
2) The changing of Vo2 according to the changing of is1 (or is2) 
decreases when the coupling coefficient k increases. If k=1 is 
achieved under ideal conditions, the relationship Ns1/Ns2= 
Vo1/Vo2 can be always achieved in the dynamic states. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the secondary windings 
should be rounded with the smallest distance to increase the 
coupling coefficient. In this way, a good cross regulation feature 
can be achieved for the multiple-output circuits. 

C. Arrangement of the Primary and Secondary Windings 

For the stray capacitances distributed between the primary 
and secondary windings (Cps1 and Cps2), the common mode 
(CM) electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise is transferred 
from the input side to the output side of the converter through 
these capacitors, as shown in Fig. 8(a). This becomes more 
serious when a high “dv/dt” occurs in the primary side. If the 
windings structures cannot be arbitrarily changed to suppress 
these capacitances according to (12) or (13), an additional 
shielding layer can be added between the windings, as shown 
in Fig. 8(b). With this, the main EMI noise transferred to the 
output side can be efficiently eliminated [27]-[30]. 

According to the above analysis, it can be seen that there 
are two basic winding-arrangement schemes of this flyback 
transformer (structure 1: the traditional arrangement; and 
structure 2: the interleaved arrangement), as shown in Fig.9, 
where Wp, Wp1 and Wp2 stand for the primary windings, and 
Ws stands for the secondary winding. 

In Fig. 9, to increase the coupling coefficient, the secondary 
windings should be rounded with the smallest equivalent 
distance. For example, the secondary windings can be connected 
in paralleled if their turns are similar. For structure 1, the 
primary winding is rounded in the inner layers, the secondary 
windings are rounded in the outer layer, and a shielding layer 
(Lsh) is added between them. For structure 2, the primary 
winding is divided into two parts that are rounded in the inner 
and outer layers, the secondary windings are rounded in the  
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Structure 2. 
 
middle layer, and two shielding layers (Lsh and Lsh2) are added 
between them. Moreover, due to the high voltage of the 
primary winding, insulation layers must be introduced. When 
compared to structure 1, structure 2 has the following features. 
1) The surface area between the primary and secondary 
windings is larger. Therefore, the leakage inductance is 
smaller. However, the stray capacitance between them is 
larger. 2) The equivalent two-segmentation structure is adopted 
in the primary winding. Therefore, the stray capacitance in 
the primary winding is smaller. However, more shielding and 
insulation layers must be added. Thus, the winding structure 
is more complex, and the utilization of the window area of 
the magnetic core is much lower. 

In this flyback converter, the energy of the leakage inductor 
can be transferred back to the input source. Thus, it is not 
necessary to reduce the leakage inductance. To reduce the stray 
capacitance between the primary and secondary windings, 
simplify the winding structure and increase the utilization of 
the winding area of the magnetic core. Winding structure 1 is 
adopted for the transformer here. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To verify the analysis and design, a laboratory-made 
prototype of a two-transistor flyback auxiliary power supply 
was built. The main parameters and utilized components of 
this prototype are: 1) Vi: 300-750Vdc; 2) Vo1=Vo2=24V, 
Io1=1.5A, Io2=1A and Pomax=60W; 3) S1 and S2: K1271, the 
switching frequency is 100kHz; 4) Lp=1.24mH, Ls1=Ls2≈ 

12.5μH; 5) Co1=Co2=1000μF. 
In this prototype, a traditional peak current controller is  
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TABLE III 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRANSFORMERS 

T 
Magnetic 

core 
Primary 
winding 

Two secondary 
windings 

Np p

Ta EE35 C-type Parallel 120 2

Tb EE35 C-type Parallel 240 4

Tc EI33 C-type Parallel 120 4

Td EI33 Z-type Parallel 120 4

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10. Driving and current of S2 when Ta is adopted (Po=16W). 
(a) Vi=300V. (b) Vi=750V. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11. Driving and current of S2 when Tb is adopted (Po=16W). 
(a) Vi=300V. (b) Vi=750V. 
 
adopted, and the output voltage Vo1 is tightly regulated by the 
feedback control. Furthermore, for a experimental comparison, 
four flyback transformers (Ta, Tb, Tc and Td) were made for 
this prototype. The basic winding arrangements of these  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 12. Driving and current of S2 when Tc is adopted (Po=16W). 

(a) Vi=300V. (b) Vi=750V. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 13. Driving and current of S2 when Td is adopted (Po=16W). 

(a) Vi=300V. (b) Vi=750V. 
 

transformers are shown in Fig. 9(a), and their specific 
characteristics are shown in Table III. 

Figs. 10-13 show driving and current waveforms of S2 
when various transformers are adopted, where the prototype 
is operated under the light load condition (Po=16W), and the 
input voltages (Vi) are 300V and 750V, respectively. From 
these experimental results, a number of conclusions can be 
verified. 1) When Vi increases, the stray capacitances effect 
becomes more serious. 2) From Fig. 10 and 11, it can be seen 
that if the turns number of each layer (Np/p) is identical, the 
influence of the stray capacitors decrease when the layer 
number p increases. 3) From Figs. 10 and 12, it can be seen  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 14. Driving and current of S2 (Vi=750V and Po=60W). (a) Ta 
is adopted. (b) Tb is adopted. (c) Tc is adopted. (d) Td is adopted. 

 
that if turns number (Np) is identical, the influence of the 
stray capacitors decreases when p increases. 4) From Figs. 12 
and 13, it can be seen that the stray capacitance effects of the 
Z-type winding are slightly lower than those of the C-type 
winding. 

Fig. 14 shows driving and current waveforms of S2 when 
various transformers are adopted, where Po=60W and 
Vi=750V. When compared to Figs. 10-13, it can be seen that 
when Po increases, the stray capacitances effect becomes less 
serious, and the stray capacitances effect difference becomes 
less obvious in the prototype with various transformers. 

Table IV shows conversion efficiency results of this 
prototype (ηa, ηb, ηc and ηd) when various transformers (Ta, Tb, 
Tc and Td) are adopted, respectively. It can be seen that the 
efficiency of the prototype with the transformer Tc or Td is  

TABLE IV 
EFFICIENCY RESULTS OF THE PROTOTYPE 

Vi/V 300 450 600 750 

ηa/% (PO=16W) 81.34 81.46 82.49 81.01 

ηa/% (PO=60W) 85.60 85.67 85.37 84.51 

ηb/% (PO=16W) 81.16 81.41 81.00 80.07 

ηb/% (PO=60W) 85.02 84.21 84.07 83.40 

ηc/% (PO=16W) 82.98 83.36 82.04 81.47 

ηc/% (PO=60W) 85.56 86.46 85.84 85.46 

ηd/% (PO=16W) 83.77 84.05 83.14 81.52 

ηd/% (PO=60W) 85.94 86.56 86.06 85.83 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 15. Output waveforms of the prototype with Ta. (a) Vo1 and 
Vo2 to a step change of Io1 (Io2=1A). (b) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step 
change of Io2 (Io1=1.5A). 
 
obviously higher than that of the prototype with the 
transformer Ta or Tb. It can also be seen that the efficiency 
difference of the prototype with each transformer increases 
when Po decreases, which is due to the difference’s increasing 
of the stray capacitances effect. 

Figs. 15-18 show output voltage and current waveforms of 
the prototype when various transformers are adopted (the 
other experimental conditions are identical in these results). It 
can be seen that with the designed arrangement of the 
secondary windings, good performance of the multiple-output 
cross-regulation feature has been achieved in the prototype 
with each transformer. 

From the above verification, it can be seen that when 
compared to the transformers Ta and Tb, the transformers Tc 
and Td are more suitable for this prototype. Comparatively, Tc 
is slightly easier to manufacture than Td, and the stray 
capacitances effect of Td is slightly less serious than that of 
Tc. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 16. Output waveforms of the prototype with Tb. (a) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step change of Io1 (Io2=1A). (b) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step change of 
Io2 (Io1=1.5A). 

 

      
(a) (b) 

Fig. 17. Output waveforms of the prototype with Tc. (a) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step change of Io1 (Io2=1A). (b) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step change of 
Io2 (Io1=1.5A). 

 

      
(a) (b) 

Fig. 18. Output waveforms of the prototype with Td. (a) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step change of Io1 (Io2=1A). (b) Vo1 and Vo2 to a step change of 
Io2 (Io1=1.5A). 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Aiming at high-voltage applications, transformer windings 
schemes of a multiple-output two-transistor flyback auxiliary 
power supply are analyzed and designed. The stray capacitances 
effect analysis shows that: 1) the stray capacitances effect is 
more serious in the high-voltage low-power applications, 2) 
the stray capacitance effect in each winding can be suppressed 
through the optimal design of its turns number and layer 
number, and 3) the stray capacitance effect of each winding 
can be affected by the winding structures, such as the C-type 
and Z-type. A coupling analysis of the secondary windings 
shows that the coupling coefficient of the secondary windings 
should be as high as possible to improve the cross-regulation 
feature of multiple-output circuits. Finally, based on an analysis 
of the stray capacitances effect between the primary and 
secondary windings, the windings arrangements of the 
transformer are analyzed and designed. In addition, they are 

verified by experimental results obtained from a 60W 
laboratory prototype. 
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